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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Elkwater at a Glance
1:00-3:00 PM

Elkwater at a Glance
1:00-3:00 PM

Sunset Hike
5:00-7:00 PM

Learn to Kayak
1:00-3:00 PM

Learn to Kayak
1:00-3:00 PM

Capture the Night
7:30-9:00 PM

Sunset Hike
5:00-7:00 PM

Check out our Do-it-yourself Kits for Fire-lighting,
Shelter building, Navigation and Geocaching.
Available for pick up at the Cypress Hills Visitor
Centre.

Capture the Night
7:30-9:00 PM

Learn to Kayak (Ages 8+): Join us on Elkwater lake for a morning of paddling! Learn how to safely enter and exit a kayak as well as the basic paddle strokes you will need to propel yourself, all while taking in the scenery, ecology and hydrology that Elkwater lake has to offer. By the end of the program
you will feel confident and competent enough to explore with a Kayak on your own. Limit of 8 People. Register at the Visitor Centre, or over the phone. Meet
at Elkwater Beach (by the swirls truck).
Capture the Night: (Ages 16+): Join us for an evening of capturing sunsets and stars! We will teach you how to adjust your camera and position
yourself to capture spectacular photos of the sunset and night sky! New to photography? No problem! Come and learn how to utilize whatever camera you
have to take great night photos! While we are out and about we will gaze upon the stars and talk about nighttime ecology here in CHIPP. Meet at the visitor
center, and from there we will convoy around the park. No car? No problem! We can stay in the town site and capture some great photos! Register at Visitor
Center. Bring your own camera phone and Tri-pod if able, we have limited supplies. Meet at Visitor center.
Sunset Hike (Ages 12+) Join our Parks interpreter for a hike near dusk, where the air is cooler and then sun sets over the Park. Choose to hike
Reesor Ridge, where we will stumble upon a secret bench. The views to the north over look the prairie as far as the eyes can see and the views to south
overlook a valley of trees as well as Reesor Lake. Option number two is our West Side CHIPP hike, where we walk up an old resource trail covered with wild
grasses and wildflowers and once we hit the top we find another secret bench as well as a view as far as the eyes can see going west. Option three is a
short walk at the Intersection of Fox Run road and Nine Mile road where there are remains of an old farmstead at the bottom of the coulee; how old is it?
That is up to you to find out. Register at the Visitor Center or over the phone and meet at the Visitor Center.
Elkwater at a Glance: Join our Parks interpreter for a leisurely Walking Tour around the town site walking trails. Engage in conversation about the
History, Ecology, Geology and Hydrology that Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park has to offer. Stroll down the Boardwalk and enjoy watching the many Bird
species that call the wetlands their home. Walk up and down any trails here in the town site that interest you while discussing the history and environmental
wonders that you stumble across. This interpretive Program is designed to be low impact and full of engaging interpretive education. Pre register at the Visitor center.

Pre-Register at the Visitor Centre or by Phone 403– 893-3833

